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Abstract The 
Online Social Network (OSN) is a popular application to exchange messages over the internet. However, 
millions of users are still under threat because of protection drawbacks. Many papers have proposed security 
methods, including firewalls, protocols, cryptography, statistical analysis, even learning algorithms. This paper 
provides an overview of privacy and security issues and describes multiple OSN protection techniques. We 
present various security schemes in OSNs and outline existing solutions to mitigate those attacks.  This paper 
also discusses future research directions regarding OSN security problems and techniques.  
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1. Introduction  

Mobile communication is an exploding technology evolution that increases the 
capacity and outperforms traditional cellular networks [1]. Many pieces of research have 
been done in the mobile network in various areas such as Wireless Sensor Network 
[81][82][83][84].  Online Social Network (OSN) is a widespread application in a mobile 
environment that enables users to exchange messages, pictures, videos, or even private 
information. Public OSNs, such as Facebook, Google+, and Twitter, become the most 
important platforms to build social connections. Nowadays, Facebook has 1.94 billion 
monthly users [45], while Twitter has over 313 million [46].  

OSN providers can protect sensitive information against outside or even inside 
attacks. Thus the OSN users think the environment is secure and trustable in building 
digital interaction [2]. It makes most of the network users unaware of the critical threats in 
their environment. The unawareness enables unauthorized people to pose dangerous 
attacks [3]. Besides, the rapid growth of OSN users faces an increasing rate of attacks 
and data leakage. The environment remains a weakness in protecting private information 
from phishing or other threats in the OSN server. A weak system is the main reason for 
unauthorized entities to be able to compromise users’ privacy. Intruders can pass the 
privacy-preserving strategy to compromise the users by using sophisticated algorithms to 
reveal the information. Thus, privacy-preserving is one of the most crucial and significant 
concerns on research issues. 

User privacy issues in OSN usually come from outside attackers. However, when the 
provider policy remains uncertain when installing the application, it can be an inside issue 
if the users must sign a not understandable Term of Services (TOS) agreement that 
informs the application's privacy rule [6]. Not only long and challenging, but the 
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agreement is also further changeable and frequently incomplete. Surprisingly, the 
violation of the user terms of an OSN enables about 10% of all profiles (approximately 
150 million accounts) to be Fake [7]. For server-side purposes, the large scale of OSN 
data in tremendous usages is one of the most valuable resources for OSN providers [8].  

For a long time, cryptography is a standard security approach in computer 
applications. However, a dynamic environment with a large user and limited devices like 
smartphones makes it obsolete. The current issue is not just randomizing the plain text 
message (original) to become a chipper text (random message) but predicting and 
detecting malicious applications or activity in real-time. Moreover, conventional 
cryptography remains a drawback in computation overhead in the process. Costly 
computation and shortage of power cause the approach to become inefficient. Thus, 
mobile devices need an efficient algorithm to address the limitations of resources and 
deal with overhead computation [4]. Currently, several studies explore several methods 
by using verification messages, safe storage, and anonymity link among users to 
constitute the OSN protection [5].  

Commonly, most of the security techniques utilize cryptosystems like RSA and Triple 
DES. It is a popular security method by randomizing the plain text message (original) to 
become a chipper text (random message) [15]. To enhance the OSN immunization, a 
community applies the protocol by proposing a mobile signature with Public Key 
Infrastructure (PKI) and the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [25] or integrating some 
protocols to establish multiprotocol like Pidgin AOL communicator to provide a common 
platform for the OSN [23]. The protocol can streamline cloud communications 
infrastructure and support for both IP and conventional communication lines. Another 
paper extracts user behavior data that adopt a trend screen brightness authentication, 
and it is called BrightPass [37]. A study can build a content experience for the prospect 
customer by analyzing the behavioral data and construct a security model with learning 
techniques by using CNN or Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) to classify OSN account 
based on feature computation [61]. Other current research in OSN security approaches is 
using sophisticated learning techniques [85][86][87][94]. 

By reviewing essential papers and combined with the authors' experience in the 
field, we present the modern OSN security methods and a new direction for the next 
research in OSN security. The paper aims to identify the experiment gaps, highlight 
existing OSN security scheme limitations, and identify the privacy-preserving models' 
current methods. Our study hopefully becomes the gateway to establish the subsequent 
advances in OSN protection research. The primary contributions of this paper are as 
follows. 

1. We present a review of the existing OSN security strategy. The paper introduces 
a precise definition of security and privacy in the OSN context. To construct an 
insightful and fruitful review paper, we gather many research papers in OSN 
protection, including publications and patents. We review various modern security 
schemes that cover OSN security schemes in public and private social networks. 

2. This paper presents a broad scheme to address privacy leakage and introduce 
trust-based mechanisms to deal with the current privacy issue. This paper also 
presents a novel evaluation framework, especially in knowledge-based and trust-
based schemes. 

3. At the final stage, we outline open challenges and next research opportunities. 
Our review provides the research challenges, envision further study, 
opportunities, and outline the security schemes recommendations. 

 
To achieve the best outcome for undertaking the study, we conduct literature 

reviews to make a well-defined methodology and hinder bias results. Firstly, we identify 
the literature review necessities, define the paper's research questions, and evaluate the 



 

protocol for conducting the documents' review. We undergo the following step for doing 
the literature review: At the initial phase, we identify the research, choose literature, 
extract, and synthesize the data. Finally, we describe the research technique in more 
detail and conduct essential activities for this study 

 

2. Background 
 

1. Online Social Network  
The typical OSN architecture is client-server and Peer-to-Peer (P2P). In client-

server communication, all messages from the sender must pass through the server. 

Several papers propose the security model of client-server by using SIMPP (Secure 

Instant Messaging and Privacy Presence) [9] or a Jabber protocol [10]. In the paper, 

the model provides a local server to receive messages that have local storage to keep 

user data such as contact lists and preferences. However, when the client sends the 

messages to the local server or through many local servers, the security issues 

remain high because the drawbacks can increase tapping attacks' chances. In the 

broader scope of communication architecture, several papers propose efficient 

infrastructures [75] [76] [77] by constructing state-of-the-art methods [78] [79] [80]. 

To measure the OSN server protection level, a study investigates the protection 

model with the Wireshark packet sniffer and Forensics Tool Kit (FTK) [16]. It explores 

the security level provided by a public server, especially in encryption and sniffing 

techniques in the OSN. Although the OSN apps propose encryption data, multi-party 

control has become a challenging issue. To increase server protection in OSN, 

several methods can be applied, including the re-encryption model [17], public-key 

cryptography [18], and attribute-based encryption (ABE) technique [29].   

Different from client-server, the P2P social network allows users to send messages 

directly without a third party. Some popular applications implement the model, 

including Telegram and WhatsApp [11]. A study proposes a P2P model with the virtual 

network to allow peers interaction and self-organize independently. It constructs 

several pipes as virtual channels for transmitting messages between services and 

applications that consist of searching and connecting the ends of a tube. The 

technique delivers data over the virtual channel with a specific algorithm [12]. A little 

bit different from the P2P model dubbed Pervasive Social Network (PSN), a two 

schemes model for securing communication by evaluating local trust in a distributed 

manner. By implementing attribute-based encryption, each node can control its data 

by trusting other nodes. [13]. Fig. 1. illustrates the PSN model with different nodes of 

communication. 

 
Fig. 1. A system model for securing Pervasive Social Network based on the trust in a 

distributed way 

 

 



 

In the paper, the model utilizes algebraic operations using a Pairing-Based 

Cryptography (PBC) with a 160-bit elliptic curve group on the super singular curve 

x^3+x=y^2 over a base 512-bit finite field. It estimates the four primary operations in 

the schemes based on CP-ABE and KP-ABE, then implement the AES key with 128 

bits in different LT levels in the testing processes. With the KP-ABE approach, LT 

levels can encrypt the key with the AES algorithm. However, the centralized PSN is so 

complicated and hard to implement in some specific situations (e.g., disaster regions, 

conflicts, and military activities). The remaining issues are how to automatically control 

the access when transmitting data over the public network against DDoS and internal 

attacks., a reliable and efficient way in PSN is a challenge. 

 

2. Conventional OSN security schemes 
A weak system enables attackers to spread malware, takedown system, install 

bots, or even damage machines. Some cases show the data leakage risks both on the 

private and the public OSN. For instance, in MSN's leakage case, we find various 

issues within the central processing device. Although MSN is better and with integrated 

controls to improve the system's level, it remains the big question of what and when the 

risks occurred in detail. A paper discusses a specific type of Sybil attack in MSN, 

focusing on the security mechanism to detect Sybil nodes and eliminate them. It is to 

ensure the routing while forwarding process. The model combines measuring distance 

in the client-side and removing process in the server-side, respectively [14].  

Not just Sybil attacks from outside attackers, modern OSNs' with client-server 

model remain as issues for insider trust. The OSN provider should protect all personal 

and user identity in their system. However, service providers can benefit the user 

information for profit action, such as examining and sharing for advertising purposes. 

OSN server enforces clients to put private data and faith in it. The incapability to keep 

client information from suspicious activity causes leakage and revealing the data to the 

public. Current public OSN adopts several conventional techniques to achieve better 

OSN security by utilizing traditional algorithms, like RSA and Triple DES. The 

algorithms are widely becoming an agile approach to enhance immunization in the 

OSN [15]. 

Instead of using conventional cryptosystems such as RSA, Diffie-Hellman, or 

ElGamal, a paper explores an OSN security model by a Hash function(SHA) to validate 

user message when transmitting over the network. In the running process, the model 

determined an F(M) function, with M as the changeable message's length. However, if 

message M consists of M1 and M2, the first generated code can be detected easier. It 

is not sufficient for OSN with large spectrum users [21]. 

To increase the security with SHA, a technique combines the SHA with Off The 

Record (OTR) protocol. The method runs by combining cryptosystems in the 

environment and utilizing secure encryption with the AES symmetry algorithm, Diffie-

Helman as the key, and SHA-1 as the Hash function. The OTR privately supports 

sending messages among users because the communication runs in a particular 

encrypted channel [22]. To increase the OTR protocol, another study explores OTR 

multiprotocol operation to enable the ability to connect with clients of various OSN 

connections. It has message encryption with a well-known AES 128 bit and key 

exchange process. The model integrates some protocols to achieve better level 

immunization. The study adopts multiprotocol like Pidgin AOL communicator to provide 

a common platform in each protocol so that the client can enjoy their protocol or 

identifier for peer's OSN [23]. 



 

To establish community transaction, another paper proposes security with a 

cryptosystem [24]. It builds trust for a centralized communication group and applies the 

ElGamal, RSA algorithm, and Chinese Remainder Theorem [19]. Another study 

explores a lightweight mobile signature with PKI and SIP to generate a digital signature 

to sign an electronic document [25]. However, it is challenging to implement in a 

mainstream OSN such as WhatsApp and WeChat.  

To deal with the above problem, a paper explores the protection technique for 

Mobile OSN by combining cryptosystems [26]. The model provides the ECC and the 

AES algorithm to construct the OSN security and implements Diffie–Hellman (CDH) to 

carry out a key agreement between users and obtain the key's assumption by updating 

the ephemeral key periodically. Utilizing timestamps and the ECC algorithm can deal 

with the denial of attack and forgery attack by storing the ciphertext data to prevent 

privacy leakage. Fig. 2. depicts the mobile OSN model with a combination of ECC and 

AES. 

 
 

Fig. 2 Security model with ECC and AES combination. 

It has three modules: Key Generation Center (KGC), IM server, and IM client. To 

ensure the security of the public-key cryptographic algorithm, the model builds the KGC 

part. 

In the above architecture, KGC ensures the public-key cryptographic security, 

selects appropriate parameters, and publishes it into the OSN environment. With the 

user's unique identifier, the KGC generates a key pair (public/private key) and sends 

the private key to the user in a secure channel as a sharable session key. To gain 

adequate results in the computation process, they apply d(n) type elliptic curve group 

with 160-bit order in each communication session. Parameter d(n) denotes the field 

size of n bits. It is better for small group elements [27].  

However, conventional ECC requires high computation, and it will be worse when 

computing the big size of the text. To address the issue, researchers should choose 

the value of the most suitable curve to achieve efficient computation, especially in 

mobile computation. In dynamic OSN, client-server architecture remains risky. It is 

challenging to provide efficient privacy-preserving with a large user. Besides, there are 

various AES attacks, such as side-channel attacks to reveal the AES key in hardware 



 

and successful cache attack against AES-256 and AES-256-GCM via Graphical 

Processing Unit-based analysis [28]. 

In a dynamic environment like OSN, the conventional algorithm remains a 

drawback. For example, the RSA algorithm carries out the multiplication of two prime 

numbers, but factorization is a severe threat against RSA. There are many inefficient 

algorithms available that correctly factor big numbers. A study reveals severe security 

weaknesses in RSA. The research shows that it is possible to decrypt a ciphertext in 

the RSA by different secret keys [20]. 

Moreover, conventional approaches, including RSA, DES, ECC, Diffie-Helman, 

only curb the direct disclosure of personal information. They remain as shortcomings 

when the intruders intelligently combine large-scale unrelated information to hinder 

privacy's indirect exposure. Hence, the next phase of securing OSN is adopting 

suitable intelligence algorithms to gain a high level and real-time security.  

The primary source of anomalous activities is the virus, malware, worm, or bots. 

During the software's design and implementation process, the root of the worm is the 

inevitable vulnerability. Thus, it is hard to avoid worms in the existing software 

engineering systems entirely because worms can pass through the resistant layer of 

the OSN nodes. To solve the hole, the administrator usually provides a patch to the 

system. However, due to a lot of bandwidth consumption, he cannot transmit the patch 

simultaneously to all network users. A study proposes a two-phase immunization 

strategy with network vertex influence. The model selects the most critical vertices in 

the entire connection.  Minimum Dominate Set is an effective way to choose key nodes 

in the analysis process by considering the global condition. To obtain the best result of 

worm detection, the method enhances the selected vertices' security level [32].  

Suspicious activities run unauthorized access without the user's consent to steal 

sensitive credentials like password, PIN, or even full identity theft. Just as a reminder, a 

popular OSN (Facebook) said, about 87 Million users might have been shared in the 

leak [33]. In worm issues, activities like reconnaissance or detecting reconnaissance 

activity are arduous.  Reconnaissance is the initial process in the APT threat [34]. A 

paper introduces a framework for OSN honeypots management to enhance the 

detection of Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) at the reconnaissance phase. The 

model can obtain warnings of further attacks and simulate integrated fake profiles that 

enable us to generate both manual and automatic honeypot [35]. Another paper also 

researches classifying user behavior in a large OSN dataset, Tencent QQ. It adopted 

the normalized Random Forest (RF) as the statistical classifier and evaluated its 

detection rate accuracy [31]. 

Malicious activities also become a concern in OSN implementation for financial 

transactions. ProGuard is a model to detect malicious accounts in OSN within online 

promotion activities. It enables us to identify suspicious participants in promotion 

events, especially in virtual currency collection and integrates features systematically to 

characterize accounts from three perspectives, including behaviors, recharging 

patterns, and currency usage [30]. The model tries to address the integration problem 

between OSN and financial accounts. Fig. 3. depicts an OSN model with ProGuard 

architecture. 

 



 

 
 

 

Fig. 3. ProGuard model to integrates OSN and financial accounts. Within the ProGuard 

user, it has Online Banking Account and Virtual Currency Account. 

 

3. Privacy-Preserving Schemes in Social Network 
 

To gain privacy in OSN, the community should concern about a vital element, 

including policy aggregation and user relationship. A paper explores an effective policy 

aggregation method to enable or disable resource sharing based on all users' 

authorization conditions. To measure the privacy risk, it applies a logical representation 

and develops a feature like Facebook Canvas to demonstrate the access control model's 

feasibility [41]. However, the technique remains a shortcoming when merging many 

privacy settings. It is a complicated process because policies may conflict. That could 

remain as user difficulty if they are unable to control shareable information on the 

network. 

Sharing information requires a trust management system network, especially in 

Pervasive OSN (POSNs). It needs a framework to generate high trust value between the 

users with a lower cost of monitoring. It constructs a Flexible Mixture Model (FMM) to 

quantify the system around six different properties and apply Osmotic Computing to 

undergo computational offloading. It reduces the excessive utilization of resources over 

an individual server. As a result, it harvests the prediction rate in the range of ±2% (low 

errors rank) [42]. 

The privacy-preserving scheme can also collaborate [40] [43]. For example, a paper 

proposes a bandit mechanism to solve the privacy issue. According to an aggregated 

opinion, a user decides whether or not to post a data item. The method needs to gather 

the stakeholders' views and get a decision rate to calculate the trust-weighted voting 

scheme. If the owner has tagged all the stakeholders in d, the service provider can act as 

an agent to notify the stakeholders. Fig. 4. illustrates trust-based privacy management. 

Owner

Stakeholder

Vote No No Yes

Owner post does not 

post data item

 

 

Fig. 4. The illustration depicts that the owner's trust in the stakeholder is represented as 

the thickness of the blue line. 



 

The stakeholder's trust in the owner denotes the thickness of the green line. The 

stakeholder's trust in the owner updates the value after the owner gains the data posting 

decision. The level of the owner's trust determines whether to approve or disapprove of 

the data posting. 

The study employs a bandit approach to tune the threshold in the trust model. The 

user gets a high long-turn payoff as the difference between the benefit of posting data 

and user privacy loss. In the bandit problem, the participant's reputation is influenced by 

their historical interactions with other users; hence, user activity has determined the 

rewards of arms. The bandit model was similar to another bandit problem approach [44]. 

Nevertheless, a model implements a weak regret concept for adversarial bandit problems 

to measure the model's performance. The weak regret formulation is calculated by: 

𝑅𝑤𝑒𝑎𝑘(𝑇) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖=1,..,𝐾 ∑ 𝑟𝑖,𝑡
𝑇
𝑡=1 − ∑ 𝑟𝐼,𝑡

𝑇
𝑡=1                                                       (1) 

 

Calculation performance of the weak regret results in a learning policy. It is compared 

with a hypothetical benchmark policy that always chooses the best. The benchmark 

policy with the best arm is not the one that corresponds to the maximally expected 

reward. Based on our modern protection review, the privacy-preserving model with 

collaborative management can be a practical solution to the OSN. It can resolve privacy 

conflict for collaborative data sharing and address the multi-party adaptive computational 

mechanism's multi-party problem [39]. Moreover, a practical and real-time security model 

with automatic feature engineering can be a promising solution in the OSN dynamic 

environment. Table 1 describes various protection models that show the state of the art. 

 

4. Current Security Approach 
 

Instead of using cryptosystem, statistic, or manual rule-based, the current OSN 

system should construct intelligence and a real-time security model. It needs to build a 

learning model because the OSN environment contains vast and dynamic data [45], so it 

needs a sophisticated model to deal with various environmental threats. Thus, artificial 

intelligence is a current and practical solution to elevate security model capabilities.  

1. Bringing Deep Learning as OSN intelligence security 

The modern security model in OSN is becoming the primary concern in the 

dynamic interaction system. The current paper analyzes OSN activity patterns using a 

machine learning algorithm in nearly 9,000 Facebook wall messages as the dataset. 

The paper finds the content-type is not the essential feature, but demographics such 

as gender and age are informative predictors [38].  

Another paper proposed a standard learning algorithm, Naïve Bayes, to deal with 

classification problems in spam detection. A paper undergoes anomalous text analysis 

to classify spam in network communication. The study constructs spam detection 

using the Naïve Bayes algorithm for multi-classification and multi-two classifications.  

They conduct text preprocessing by calculating regular expression and computing 

feature extraction with TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency) 

algorithm [53]. However, it remains a drawback when the naïve Bayes classifier only 

relies on an often-faculty assumption of equally essential and independent features, 

resulting in biased posterior probabilities. 

 



 

Recent studies revealed that cybercriminals tend to exchange knowledge about 

cyber-attacks in OSN. It requires constructing a modern security model to detect 

cybersecurity-related accounts on OSN and monitor their activities automatically. A 

paper proposed automatic detection of cybersecurity-related accounts on Twitter to 

discover unknown cybersecurity experts and cybercriminals for monitoring purposes. 

The paper presented three machine learning including decision trees, RF, and SVM to 

deal with the classification. Experimental results showed that both decision trees and 

RF had performed well with an overall accuracy of over 95%, and RF accuracy had 

reached as high as 97.877% [89]. However, conventional machine learning suffers 

from manual feature engineering in massive datasets like OSN. Thus, research and 

implementation costs using this manual model become bigger. 

In the current years, deep learning is being exploited to analyze and detect OSN 

threats, such as labeled and unlabeled applications, by training various deep learning 

architecture models. Neural networks can extract features from OSN node behaviors 

and activities as the important features to construct an effective security model in the 

OSN [88]. For example, a paper proposed an efficient RNN to detect malware using 

different values of hyperparameters [91]. 

Sentiment analysis is an essential element in OSN analysis that consists of a word 

or sentence level analysis. Another open question in the sentiment analysis issue is 

how to detect tension in online communities. A paper proposes detecting the tension 

model in OSN. It explores the spikes feature in OSN tension by measuring the level of 

deterioration in the relationship between individuals or groups [52]. To elaborate the 

analysis for textual prediction, it can be developed using Weakly Supervised 

Multimodal [74]. Dataset of sentiment analysis research can be obtained from 

SemEval [48] or Amazon corpus [49].  

In the sentiment training process, a study requires the Tweet2Vec to learn 

embedding has labeled English tweets data using character-level CNN and LSTM 

[50]. It computes the similarity of semantic and sentiment categorization in a tweet. 

The model calculates the sequence of character and word n-grams of CNN. However, 

those approaches fail to solve several significant OSN analysis challenges, such as 

abbreviations, special characters, and informal languages, spelling errors. Thus, it 

requires a string transformation method, such as Word2Vec [51]. 

Not just analyze malicious sentiment by using learning technique, another issue is 

how to detect malicious activities or spam by using deep learning [60] [62]. Malicious 

detection is a kind of a practical method to build security policies. The current study 

proposes malicious account detection by adopting the long short-term memory 

(LSTM) in the Momo OSN dataset [61]. To build detection model, a study can harness 

the behavior dataset [36] [63] [70]. For example, COMPA establishes a technique to 

detect compromised accounts and anomaly detection by analyzing behavioral data. 

Using two parameters: content similarity and URL similarity, the technique can divide 

similar content and compromised accounts [63]. Another promising approach is 

BrightPass, a framework with a user behavior analysis that adopts a trend screen 

brightness authentication [37]. 

Tobiyama et al. [88] proposed malware detection based on behavior. The study 

implemented LSTM for feature extraction and CNN for classification to train process 

behavior in a sequence of API calls. The features were extracted from the process 

behavior log files will be transferred to an image that contains local features. These 

local features represent the process activities to enable people to apply CNN to 

capture these local features and correctly classify these images. Fig.5 illustrates the 

Deep Learning model as the OSN security model.  



 

 

 

Fig. 5. The illustration of Deep Learning architecture as the security 

schemes in OSN. It can be a new solution to detect malicious 

activities in dynamic environments. 

 

OSN has a million connections among the user, so a link prediction may become a 

new method to analyze suspicious activities and to detect current threats such as 

Sybil. The sophisticated Sybil attack undergoes the threat to collapse and subverts the 

reputation system by creating multiple pseudonymous accounts. They try many 

techniques to collapse the reputation system, including spreading spam, leveraging 

Sybil friendship to de-anonymize the OSN environment, and impersonating another 

account. An infected account may generate many Sybil accounts and harness them to 

conduct unauthorized action, including sending botnet or making fake vote ranking. If 

a system utilizes CAPTCHA as the security model against an automated Sybil attack, 

it remains risky and breakable [64]. Fig. 6. depicts the Sybil accounts attacks 

connection when infecting the OSN system. 

 

Normal Link

Sybil Link
 

Fig. 6. Sybil accounts attack connection model in an OSN 

environment. Sybil protections are a very critical part of maintaining 

the proper operation in a system. 

 

To address the Sybil problem in link prediction, analyzing link anomaly is 

widely used as a security parameter by extracting anonymous social graph 

using Sequentially Discounting Normalized Maximum Likelihood (SDNML) 

[65], seed information [66], and knowledge graph [67] or weak estimators 

[68]. To elaborate learning algorithm in link prediction, current papers 

introduce Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) [69] or Deep Belief Network 

[58]. The further technique to deal with Sybil should support link predictions 



 

because the conventional statistical method cannot detect anomalies like 

zero-day attacks or unexploited vulnerabilities. 

In current years, Facebook adopts AI to detect suicidal thoughts, LinkedIn 

predicts the highest match for the users' role, and Twitter is using a neural 

system to crops a picture using face detection [47]. Current studies present 

ML algorithms to classify various information, such as age [54], location [55], 

language [56], and political preference [57], link prediction [58], even crisis 

response [59]. 

Besides, toxic activities like cyberbullying are disturbing online 

misbehavior with troubling consequences. The issue appears in different 

forms in most of the social networks in textual format. Automatic detection of 

such incidents requires intelligent systems. Existing cyberbullying detection 

studies applied conventional machine learning that just can adaptable to a 

single OSN at a time. In current years, deep learning techniques find their 

way in detecting cyberbullying incidents to deal with conventional learning 

limitations and improve the detection performance. It can also benefit from 

integrating other sources of information and looking into the impact of profile 

information of the OSN users [90]. 

2. Blockchain as new OSN security approaches 

The client-server model suffers from personal data leakage, protection 

drawbacks, and ownership of information. In the future, the client-server 

OSN with centralized control may disappear with Blockchain technology as a 

breakthrough to construct the next-generation OSN decentralized models. 

Principally, the method is better to control the contents because they keep 

their data in all services. By diminishing the central unit, no entity can 

monitor and control the user content and personal information. 

In operation, the Blockchain acts as a ledger to record all transactions 

and share them with the network participants [71]. To construct OSN 

protection, a study presents a technique to build decentralizing privacy using 

Blockchain. In the model, the Blockchain accepts two types of transactions 

consisting of Taccess, for access control management, and Tdata for data 

storage and retrieval. The model has three elements: the system entity for 

downloading the application, services for running processing personal data, 

and user entities to maintain the Blockchain. Both the service and the user 

can obtain the data Tdata transaction by using their key. The blockchain 

model will verify whether the digital signature belongs to the user or the 

service [72]. Fig.7 illustrates the decentralized model of OSN security with 

Blockchain. 

Service

T_access

T_data

User

Encrypted Response
DHT

 
Fig. 7. The decentralized platform of OSN with Blockchain. 

 



 

 

In OSN protection, the Blockchain can also be applied for establishing a 

trustworthy environment to create value for user-generated content. A study 

proposes BEV-SNS, a framework for incentivizing user behavior on OSN. 

The model has a goal to gain control over data access and build value 

creation via OSN transactions. It contains an inherent architecture of 

blockchains to enable the user to tune the sharing parameters and rewards 

in BEV-SNS. It can predict the many accounts creation and give prorate 

rewards for SNS-specific behavior based on the bots' content [73].  

Adding blockchain technologies to construct P2P secure connections in 

OSN becomes promising as the modern OSN system is pruning to P2P 

architecture [11]. P2P social networks promise to support end-to-end 

communication, strict access control, anonymity and resilience against 

censorship, and massive data leaks through misused trust. Thus, blockchain 

technology becomes a promising solution as the new way of OSN protection 

[92]. 

Table 1. Multiple techniques to establish the OSN protection model. 

 
Objective Method 

To avoid overhead computation in securing process of 
OSN 

Group Authentication [4] 

Design of instant messaging using identity-based 
cryptosystems 

Elliptic Curve Cryptography 
(ECC) [9] 

Defending Sybil attacks in mobile social networks Distance algorithm in 
client-side [14] 

To build a digital signature for signing an electronic 
document  

PKI and SIP [25] 

Improving security and efficiency for encrypted data 
sharing 

Partial decryption schema 
[17] 

To detects anomalous activities in online social networks User behavior analysis [62] 

To detects worm activities with OSN. Network vertex influence 
[32] 

To build link prediction in signed social networks Deep Belief Network (DBN) 
[58] 

To builds an encryption mechanism for instant messaging 
in mobile devices. 

ElGamal, RSA, and (CRT) 
[15] 

Resolving multi-party privacy conflicts in social media Adaptive computational 
[39] 

To builds secure social communications based on trust in 
a distributed way 

AES algorithm, CP-ABE, 
and KP-ABE architecture 
[13] 

To integrates multiprotocol instant messenger securely. OTR protocol and AES [ 
23] 

To detects malicious accounts in the social network in 
online promotion activities. 

Normalized Random 
Forest (RF) [30] 

To create OSN management for honeypots for detecting 
targeted cyber-attacks, 

Designed APT framework 
[35] 

To computes offloading value for manage trust in the 
OSN 

Osmotic Computing [42] 



 

To build multi-party access control in online social 
networks 

Personally Identifiable 
Information (PII) [40] 

To builds a trust-based collaborative access control 
model for online social networks. 

Policy aggregation [41] 

To measure dynamic privacy in multi-armed with time-
variant rewards. 

Bandit approach [44] 

To detects compromised accounts on Twitter User behavioral profile 
analysis [63] 

To improve security in Mobile Social Network Access. 
Avoiding side-channel attacks in OSN 

Screen brightness 
authentication [37] 

To enhance privacy protection in social networks Evolutionary game theory 
[36] 

To enhanced message security and privacy protection 
scheme for mobile social network systems 

ECC and AES algorithm 
[26] 

To detects malicious account detection in the Momo OSN The deep learning, Long 
Short-Term Memory 
(LSTM) [60] 

For spam detection in mobile social networks DL Multistage and elastic 
framework [61] 

For predicting Microblog sentiments  Weakly Supervised 
Multimodal and CNN [74] 

To build trust-based collaborative privacy management in 
OSN 

Multi-armed bandit 
mechanism [43] 

To protect personal data in building decentralizing privacy Blockchain approach [72] 

To enhance privacy protection of OSN framework  Designed Blockchain [73] 

 

5. Summary 
 

Nowadays, most OSN architectures are client-server architecture, which is centralized 
control by the provider/server. This architecture relies on the servers as the center of 
communication and management, but it remains an issue in provider trust. Different from 
server-based OSN, a P2P architecture prioritizes direct communication among peers 
directly without the server role. We have revealed several security approaches based on 
these architectures. 

On the other hand, various research communities construct a protection model by 
utilizing the cryptography approach. To improve the OSN security, many studies have 
introduced conventional techniques, including the DES, RSA, Triple DES, ECC, SHA, 
designed security protocol until the statistical analysis. However, these standard methods 
remain as drawbacks when the intruders intelligently combine large-scale unrelated 
information to hinder the indirect disclosure of privacy. Moreover, the conventional 
algorithms require a massive computing resource and are challenging to implement in 
limited hardware with different software, operating systems, and network domains. 
Hence, intelligence security schemes with automatic representation in OSN are becoming 
promising and an active research topic as modern techniques. 

Based on our review, the following active area of OSN protection strategy uses a 
learning approach to analyze real-time behavior data, trajectories, and network 
information. How to implement an effective intelligence algorithm becomes the next 
phase of the adaptive protection model in OSN. Another ongoing trend is the arising of 
blockchain technology as the substitution of the centralized client-server OSN. It is a 
breakthrough technology that can construct the next-generation OSN decentralized 
models. By applying Blockchain, OSN can build a decentralized environment that 
increases data privilege and allows users to keep their data. 
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